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MAPPINGS OF TREES AND THE FIXED POINT PROPERTY

M. M. MARSH

Abstract. We investigate weakly confluent, universal, and related mappings of

trees and their relationships to the fixed point property for tree-like continua.

This investigation leads to some new results, to generalizations of some known

results, and to a partial solution of a question of H. Cook.

1. Introduction

In 1969, R. H. Bing [2] asked if each tree-like continuum has the fixed point

property (f.p.p.). David Bellamy [1] answered Bing's question by giving an ex-

ample of a tree-like continuum that admits a fixed-point-free mapping. Shortly

thereafter, Oversteegen and Rogers [ 14] gave inverse limit descriptions of tree-

like continua without the f.p.p. Viewing tree-like continua as inverse limits of

trees, one might add conditions to either the bonding mappings or the projec-

tion mappings in an effort to obtain fixed point theorems. We discuss results of

this nature below.

W. Holsztynski called a mapping /: X —y Y universal if for each mapping

g: X —y Y, there is a point x in X such that f(x) = g(x). Holsztynski [7,

Corollary 1] proved the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1. If X is an inverse limit of absolute neighborhood retracts with

universal bonding mappings, then X has the fixed point property.

In the proof of this theorem, Holsztynski showed that the projection map-

pings must also be universal. It is then easy to show that X has the f.p.p.

In 1941, A. D. Wallace [ 16] showed that monotone maps from continua onto

generalized trees are universal. In 1967, H. Schirmer [15] generalized Wallace's

result by replacing monotone with weakly monotone. The next theorem follows

from Schirmer's result.

Theorem 1.2. If X is a tree-like continuum with weakly monotone projection

mappings, then X has the f.p.p.

Weakly monotone maps between finite trees must be confluent. C. A. Eber-

hart and J. B. Fúgate [7] have shown that confluent maps of trees are weakly
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arc preserving which, in turn, are universal. Theorem 1.3 below follows from

their result and Theorem 1.1.

Theorem 1.3. If X is an inverse limit of trees with weakly arc preserving bonding

mappings, then X has the f.p.p.

The author [8, Theorem 1] has shown that mappings between trees which

have restrictions to «-mappings are universal. It was also shown in [8] that

the class of such mappings properly contains the class of weakly arc preserving

mappings. Hence, we have, in the following theorem, the most general known

fixed point result for inverse limits of trees where conditions are placed only on

the bonding mappings.

Theorem 1.4. If X is an inverse limit of trees and each bonding mapping has a

restriction that is a u-mapping, then X has the f.p.p.

Other fixed point results for tree-like continua can be found in [5, 6, 9-11,

and 12].

It is unknown if tree-like continua with weakly confluent (or even semicon-

fluent) bonding mappings must have the f.p.p. H. Cook has asked two questions

pertaining to inverse limits with weakly confluent bonding or projection map-

pings.

(1) (Problem 122, U. of Houston Problem Book) Does each («-cell)-like

continuum with weakly confluent projection mappings have the f.p.p.?

(2) (see [3]) Does each tree-like continuum with weakly confluent bonding

mappings have the f.p.p.? The first of these two questions has been answered

for « = 2 by S. B. Nadler [13].

Theorem 1.5. If X is disk (2-cell)-like with weakly confluent projection map-

pings, then X has the f.p.p.

This paper is concerned with weakly confluent and related mappings of trees.

We give a partial solution to Cook's second question which was obtained inde-

pendently by the author in his dissertation [12] and by Eberhart and Fúgate

in [3]. Specifically, we show that inverse limits on a single tree with weakly

confluent bonding maps must have the f.p.p. We also prove some interesting

theorems about weakly confluent mappings between trees which may help solve

Cook's second question. The theorems and corollaries of §4 establish cardinality

comparisons between the endpoints, the branchpoints, and the edges emanat-

ing from branchpoints in the domain and image trees. In the case of finite

trees, one of these theorems generalizes a result of Eberhart, Fúgate, and Gordh

[4, Lemma II.5]. Finally, in §5 we look at relationships between Cook's sec-

ond question and S. Young's simple folds [17]. Note that semiconfluent (thus,

weakly confluent) mappings between finite trees need not be universal and hence

Theorem 1.1 cannot be applied directly to Cook's question.
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2. Preliminary definitions

A continuum is a compact, connected metric space. A tree is a finite, con-

nected, simply connected graph. Each continuous function will be referred to

as a map or mapping. The topological space X is said to have the fixed point

property if for each mapping / from X to itself, there is a point x in X such

that f(x) = x.
Suppose that X is a tree. For x e X, the order of x in X, denoted ox(x),

will be the cardinality of the set of components of I- {x} . We will omit the

reference to X if it is clear from the context. For any set A , the cardinality of

A will be denoted by \A\. We define the sets E(X) and B(X) of endpoints

and branchpoints of X respectively by

E(X) = {xe X\ox(x) =1}   and   B(X) = {x e X\ox(x) > 3}.

The set V(X) = E(X) U B(X) will be referred to as the set of vertices of X.

For each pair of points xx , x2 in X, the unique arc in X linearly ordered

from x, to x2 will be denoted by [x15x2]; (x,,x2) and (x,,x2] will denote

respectively the open segment from x, to x2, and the half-open segment from

x, to x2. The arc [vx ,v2] in X will be called an edge of X only in case

[vx ,v2] n V(X) = {vx ,v2}. If [vx ,v2] is an edge of X and one of vx or v2

is in E(X), then [vx ,v2] is a terminal edge of X. Otherwise, [vx ,v2] is an

interior edge of X.

For each tree X in this paper, we will assume that we have a metric d

defined on X x X so that each edge of X has length one and, for x,, x2 in

X, d(xx, x2) is the length of the arc [Xj, x2].

3. Combinatorial lemmas

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that X is a tree with endpoint set E and branchpoint set

B. Then \E\ = 2 + T.veBo(v) - 2\B\.

Proof. Let a0 denote the number of vertices of X and ax the number of edges

of J. It is well known that a0 - ax = 1 . Since each edge of X has exactly

two vertices and, for v e V(X), o(v) is the number of edges emanating from

V '   E„€£UÄ°(U)   addS eaCh edêe tWÍCe; i-e->   2aX  = 2ZveEUB°iV) ■  ThUS>

2a, = J2 o(v) + ¿2 °iv) = \E\ + E °(y) ■

We have the following two expressions for a, :

ax=a0-l = \E\ + \B\-l,    a, = l- (\E\ + £ o(v)) .

\ v€B J

Equating the two, we get that \E\ = 2 + zZv€b °iv) ~ 2\B\ •

Lemma 3.2. Suppose that X and Y are trees and f: V(X) —y V(Y) is a

function such that f(B(X)) is a proper subset of B(Y), E(Y) is a subset of
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f(E(X)), and f\B,X) is one-to-one. Then there is a point v e B(X) such that

ox(v) > oY(f(v)).

Proof. Suppose the contrary. Let 77 = {f(v)\v 6 B(X)} and K = B(Y) - 77.

By Lemma 3.1 and supposition, we get that

\E(X)\ = 2+   ¿2   ox(v)-2\B(X)\
v€B(X)

<2+   £   oY(f(v))-2\B(X)\.
veB(X)

Since J2w€K oY(w) - 2\K\ > 0 and f\B,X) is one-to-one, it follows that

2+   £   oY(f(v))-2\B(X)\<2+J2oY(w)-2\B(X)\+J2oy(w)-2\K\.
v€B(X) WEH weK

Thus,

\E(X)\ < 2 + £ Oy(w) - 2\B(X)\ + J2 Oyiw) - 2\K\
weH w€K

= 2+   J2   oY(w)-2\H\-2\K\
w€B(Y)

= 2+   ¿2   oY(w)-2\B(Y)\
weB(Y)

= \E(Y)\.

However, E(Y) ç f(E(X)) implies that \E(Y)\ < \E(X)\, which is a contra-

diction.

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that X and Y are trees and f: V(X) —► V(Y) is a func-

tion such that f(B(X)) = B(Y), E(Y) ç f(E(X)), and f\B(X)  is one-to-one.

Then there is a point v e B(X) such that ox(v) > oY(f(v)).

Proof. Suppose the contrary. By Lemma 3.1 and supposition,

\E(X)\ = 2+   J2   ox(v)-2\B(X)\
veB(X)

<2+   Y,   oY(f(v))-2\B(Y)\
veB(X)

= \E(Y)\.

As in Lemma 3.2, this yields a contradiction.

4. Weakly confluent maps of trees

A mapping /: X —> Y is weakly confluent if for each subcontinuum K of

Y , there is a component 77 of /" ' (K) such that /(77) = K . Our first theorem

shows that if X and Y are trees, the weak confluence of / allows us to choose

a continuum 77 in X such that / maps 77 onto Tí" in a certain manner.
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Theorem 4.1. Suppose that f:X—yY is a weakly confluent map from a tree

X onto a tree Y and K is a subtree of Y such that B(K) is not empty. Then

there is a tree 77 in X such that

(1) f(H) = K,
(2) B(H) is not empty,

(3) E(K) = f(E(H)), and
(4) either

a. \B(H)\>\B(K)\,
b. f\B,H) is not one-to-one, or

c. there is a point v e B(H) such that oH(v) > oK(f(v)).

Proof. Let {TiJ^, be a sequence of trees in Y suchthat \J*ÍX K¡. = K, and for

each integer i > 1, K( Ç KM ç K, E(K¡+x)xxK¡ is empty, and B(K¡) = B(K).

For each / > 1 , let Mi be a subtree of X such that f(M¡) = 7C;. Finally, for

each / > 1, let 77( be a subtree of Mi which is minimal with respect to mapping

onto Kt.

First we show that, for each í > 1, f(E(Hi))çzE(Ki). Let « be a positive

integer, e a point of E(Hn), and suppose that f(e) is in Kn - E(Kn). Since

f~ (E(K )) is closed and e $ f~ (E(K )), we can pick a point x in Hn such

that the arc [x ,e] does not intersect /~ (E(Kn)). Let H'n = Hn- (x ,e]. We

have that 77^ is a proper subtree of 77n and f(H'n) = Kn , a contradiction.

We now show that 77; ç Hj-E(Hj) if j > i > 1 and Hir\Hj ¿ 0. Suppose

there is a point a in E(Hn) xx Hm for some n > m > 1. Then f(a) is in

E(Kn)xxKm ; but, by our choice of the sequence {7C;}^, , this is a contradiction.

Hence, if j > i > 1 and Hj intersects 77., then 77. C Hj - E(Hj).

For some positive integer j , diam(7C ) > 0 ; and, for each i > j, diam(7C;)

> diam(K.). Thus, there does not exist an infinite subcollection of {77,}°^,

which is pairwise mutually exclusive. Therefore, we can choose a subsequence

{77w(()}°^, of {7/,.}°!, such that, for each i > 1, 7/... intersects 77u(1) and

consequently, 77 ,,, ç 77 , ,. So, in fact, for each i > 1, 77 ,+1) intersects

77u{/), implying that 77u(;) is a subset of 77H(/+1). We have that {Hu{i)}°lx is

monotonie increasing. We may assume, without loss of generality, that the

sequence {77u(/)}^1  is the sequence {77 }°^ .

Let 77 = U^°i H i ■ We will show that 77 satisfies properties 1-4. By the

compactness of X and Y and the continuity of /, it follows that /(77) = K .

This establishes 1.

To prove property 2, we use an argument of Eberhart, Fúgate, and Gordh

[3, Theorem 2.1]. The proof is included here since we must make a couple of

modifications.

Suppose that 7?(77) is empty. Then 77 is an arc, as is 77(, for each i >

1 . Since, for each i > 1, E(H¡+X) n E(Ht) is empty, 77;+1 - 77 has ex-

actly two components, C/+1 and D¡+1. Now, lim^^diamtC,)} = 0, and

lim._   {diam(TJ).)} = 0.   Let e be a positive number which is less than the
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length of each edge of K. Let S be a positive number such that if x, and

x2 are in X and d(xx,x2) < a, then î7(/(x,),/(x2)) < e. Since B(K)

is not empty, |7i(7<:)| > 3. Let a, b, and c be points of E(K). For

each i > 1, choose a¡, b{, and c( in E(K¡) such that lim^^a^ = a,

lim^^cV} = b, and lim.^^-fc,.} = c. Since, for each i > 1, /(77;) = K¡ and

E(Ki+x) xx Kj is empty, there must be at least two of f~x(ai+x), f~x(b¡+x),

and f~ (ci+x) which intersect the same component of 77(+, - 77;. Let n be

a positive integer such that diam(Cn) < ô, diam^J < S, d(an,a) < e/2,

d(bn,b) < e/2, and d(cn,c) < e/2. Suppose, without loss of generality, that

x, e Cn xx f~ (an) and x2 e Cn xx f~ (bn). So, d(xx ,x2) < ô , which implies

that d(f(xx),f(x2)) = d(an,bn) <e. Since a and b are in E(K) and e was

chosen less than the length of each edge of K, we get that 2e < d(a, b) <

d(a ,an) + d(an,bn) + d(bn,b). Thus, 2e < e/2 + d(an ,bn) + e/2 ; yielding

e < d(an, bn), a contradiction. Hence, 5(77) is not empty. This completes the

verification of property 2.

It is easy to see that £(77) = 77 - U~, 77, and E(K) = K- (J°°, 7C¡. With
this observation, we are ready to establish property 3.

Suppose that b e H-\J^X H¡ and f(b)eKn for some n > 1. Let IF be an

open set in Y containing f(b) suchthat WxxKn+x = Wr\Ki for each i > n+1.

Let U be an open set in X containing b such that f(U) ç W. Choose an

integer j > n + 1 such that E(H-)xx U is not empty. Finally, by picking a point

x e E(Hj) xx U, we get that f(x) e E'Kj) n W and thus, f(x) e K} n W =

K„+i n IF. So we have that f(x) e E(K.)xxKn+x , which contradicts our choice

of the K¡ 's. Hence, it must be the case that f(H - U", HA ç f(H) - U°!, 7C(.
We are now able to establish the following set inclusion,

(CO \ oo oo

H-\JHi) ÇfW-UK^K-UK—EiK).
i=X      ) 1=1 i=l

For the opposite inclusion, we let e e E(K) and suppose that there is a point

a e U~, 77; such that f(a) = e. Let « be a positive integer for which a e Hn .

Then e belongs to Kn xxE(K), a contradiction. Thus, E(K) ç f(E(H)). The

two inclusions yield property 3.

We need only prove property 4 in order to complete the proof of the theorem.

Suppose there is a point v e B(H) such that f(v) <£ B(K). Then part c of

property 4 is satisfied. Hence, we assume that f(B(H)) ç B(K). Suppose that

parts a and b of property 4 are not satisfied; i.e., |7?(77)| < \B(K)\ and /|B(//)

is one-to-one. We have already verified property 3. Therefore, by Lemma 3.2,

there is a point v e B(H) such that oH(v) > oK(f(v)).

For trees X and Y and a weakly confluent mapping f:X—*Y, Eberhart,

Fúgate, and Gordh [4] have shown that the branchpoints of Y must be covered

by the branchpoints of X ; i.e., B(Y) ç f(B(X)). We point out that this

result also follows from Theorem 4.1. To see this, let w e B(Y) and choose a

decreasing sequence of subtrees {Kj}°^x such that w is a branchpoint of each
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Kj and f)™x K¡ = {w} . For each i > 1, there is a tree 77(. in X such that /

maps 77( onto K¡ in the manner of Theorem 4.1; in particular, B(HA is not

empty. Choose a tree 77 in X that is a sequential limit of some subsequence

of {77,.}°^ . It follows that f(H) = {w} and HtxB(X) is not empty. So, the

branchpoints of Y are covered by the branchpoints of X.

Corollary 4.2. Suppose that in part a of property 4,   |7?(77)| = \B(K)\.   Then

either f\B{H) is not one-to-one or there is a point v e 7?(77) such that oH(v) >

oK(f(v)).

Proof. Suppose that   f(B(H))   ç   B(K)   and  f\B{H)   is one-to-one.    Then

f(B(H)) = B(K) ; therefore, by Lemma 3.3, there is a point v e B(H) such

that oH(v) > oK(f(v)).

Corollary 4.3. Suppose f:X—yY is a weakly confluent mapping from a tree X

onto a tree Y such that f\B,X) is one-to-one. Then, ox(v) > oY(f(v)) for each

point v in B(X).

Proof. We mentioned earlier that the branchpoints of Y must be covered by

the branchpoints of X ; i.e., B(Y) ç f(B(X)). Let v be a branchpoint of

X. If f(v) is not in B(Y), then clearly ox(v) > oY(f(v)). Suppose that

f(v) e B(Y). Let K be a tree in Y such that K intersects each component

of Y - {f(v)} and Kxxf(B(X)) = {/(«)} . By Theorem 4.1, there is a tree 77

in X such that f(H) = K, f(E(H)) = E(K), and B(H) is not empty. Since

f\B(X) is one-to-one and K xx f(B(X)) = {f(v)} , it follows that B(H) = {v}.

Hence,

oY(f(v)) = oK(f(v)) = \E(K)\ < \E(H)\ = oH(v) < ox(v).

Corollary 4.4. Suppose that X is a tree and f: X —► X is a weakly confluent

map of X onto itself. Then, o(v) = o(f(v)) for each v e B(X).

Proof. Again, we have that B(X) ç f(B(X)). Therefore, / must be one-to-

one on B(X). Let v e B(X). Since B(X) is finite and f\B(X) is one-to-one,

there is a positive integer n such that f"(v) = v . By Corollary 4.3, for each

u e B(X), o(u) > o(f(u)). Thus, o(v) > o(f(v)) > o(f"(v)) = o(v). Hence,

o(v) = o(f(v)).

Before stating the next theorem, we need a few definitions. If 77 is a subtree

or a point of a tree X, we define 5/(77) to be the union of all edges of X

that intersect 77. The arc 5 is said to be a leg of st(H) provided that 5 is

the closure of some component of 5/(77) - 77. Notice that each leg of 5/(77)

contains an endpoint of 5/(77).

Suppose f-.X—y-Y is a mapping between trees, w e B(Y), {t¡}"=[ are the

legs of st(w), and [u,v] is an arc in X so that f(u) = w, but f([u,v]) ±

{w}. We will say that [u,v] has an initial image under f if there is an integer

j e{l, ... ,n} and a point x e[u,v] such that f(x) e tj-{w} and, f(x') e t
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for every x e [u, x]. In this case, we will also say that /   is the initial image of

[u,v] under /. The reference to / will be omitted if such reference is clear.

The next theorem generalizes, in the case of finite trees, Lemma II. 5 of Eber-

hart, Fúgate, and Gordh [4].

Theorem 4.5. Suppose that f: X —> Y is a weakly confluent map of a tree X

onto a tree Y, w e 77(F), and st(w) has legs {t¡}"=x. Let {AfJ?, be the

collection of components of f~ (w) that contain a branchpoint. Suppose also

that, for each i e{l, ... ,m} and each leg s of st(M¡), s has an initial image.

Then there is an integer i e {1, ... ,m} such that for each j e {1,...,«},

there is a leg s of st(Mt) whose initial image is / .

Proof. For each integer i e {!,...,m), let {Mr(i)}™x be a decreasing se-

quence of trees in X such that f|~i A/r(0 = ^, » and, for each r > 1,

(i) Mr(i) intersects each component of X - Mi,

(ii) Mr(i)x\B(X) = MixxB(X),

(iii) (E(Mr(i)) - E(X))xxf~x(w) is empty, and

(iv) (E(Mr(i))-E(X))xxMr+x(i) is empty.

In addition, for each i e {1, ... , m}, let ki be a positive integer such that if

r > k¡ and if 5 is the closure of a component of Mr(i) - Mi, then f(s) meets

at most one component of Y - {w}. Such an integer exists since each leg of

st(Mj) has an initial image.

Now let Tí be a tree in Y such that K intersects each component of Y -

{w}, KrxB(Y) = {w}, Kxx f(B(X)) = {w}, and Kxxf(E(Mk¡(i))-E(X)) is

empty for each i e {I, ... ,m} . Also choose K so that for each interior edge

[vx ,v2] of X with the property that f(vx) = w , f(v2) = w , but f([vx ,v2\) ^

{w} , f([vx ,v2]) intersects the complement of K . Applying Theorem 4.1, we

choose a tree 77 in X such that properties 1-4 hold. By choice of A, if

v e B(X)nH, then f(v) = w . Suppose that vx and v2 are in B(X)xxH, and

that f([vx ,v2]) ¿ {w} . Now, f(vx) = w = f(v2), and thus, f([vx,v2]) must

intersect the complement of K ; but, [vx ,v2]ç H, which yields a contradiction.

Hence, for each pair of points vx and v2 in B(X)xxH, f([vx ,v2]) = {w} . Let

M be the unique minimal tree (perhaps degenerate) in 77 such that B(X) xx

77 ç M. Then f(M) = {w} . Let i be the integer in {1, ... ,m} for which

M ç Mt..
We are now ready to show that the conclusion holds for the integer i chosen

above. Let / be a leg of st(w). Let [w ,b] be the terminal edge of K such

that [w, b] ç tj. Choose a point a e E(H) for which f(a) = b. Finally,

let v be the nearest point of B(X) xxH to a. Then v e Mj and [v,a] is a

subset of some terminal edge s of st(M¡). Suppose that f([v ,a]) <£ [w,b].

Since [v ,a] ç 77, it follows that f([v ,a]) C K and f([v ,a]) must intersect

two components of Y - {w}. Hence, by our choice of kt, [v ,a] at Mk.(i).

Let e e [v ,a]xxE(Mk.(i)) and let [w,c] be the terminal edge of K such that

f([v,e]) Q[w,c]. Now, e <£ E(X). So, we have that f(e) e K and /(<?) 6
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f(E(Mk{i)) - E(X)), which contradicts our choice of K. Thus, f([v ,a]) C

[w, b]. Therefore, / is the initial image of the leg of st(M¡) which is contained

in 5.

We point out that the assumption

(*)   "for each i = 1, ... ,m and each leg 5 of st(Mt),s has an initial image"

cannot be eliminated from the hypothesis of Theorem 4.5. Also, we cannot

generalize this result even to a branchpoint covering theorem by assuming that

Y is a finite tree and X is a fan (see Ex. III. 1 of [4]). We do, however, have

the following corollaries.

Corollary 4.6. Property (*) may be replaced by the assumption that f~ (w) has

finitely many components.

Corollary 4.7. Property (*) may be replaced by the assumption that f is piece-

wise linear.

Next we wish to show that if / is a weakly confluent mapping of a tree onto

itself, then / is universal. It is easy to construct examples of weakly confluent

(even semiconfluent) mappings between different trees that are not universal.

Lemma 4.8. 7/ /: T —► T is a weakly confluent map from a tree onto itself and

[wx, w2] is an edge of T with wx e B(T), then there is a unique branchpoint vx

in T andan arc [vx ,v2] such that f(vx) = wx, f(v2) = w2, and f([vx ,v2\) =

[wx, w2]. Moreover, if w2e B(T), then v2 may be chosen from B(T).

Proof. By Theorem 4.1 (or [4]) and the finiteness of B(T), it follows that for

each branchpoint w of T, there is exactly one branchpoint w of T suchthat

f(w') = w . Thus, there is a one-to-one correspondence induced by / on the

branchpoints of T. Also, by Corollary 4.4, o(w) = o(w') for each w e B(T).

Let vx = w'x . Assume that w2 e E(T). For each open connected set U

containing wx , there is a tree 77^ as in Theorem 4.1 such that f(Hv) = U

and B(HV) is not empty. It follows that there is an arc [vx ,v2] such that

f(v2) = w2 and f([vx, v2]) = [wx, w2].

We now suppose that K72 € B(T). Let v2 = w'2. It is clear that [wx ,w2] ç

filvi yv2]) ■ Suppose that f([vx ,v2\) <$. [wx ,w2]. We assume without loss of

generality that f([vx ,v2]) intersects some component of T - [wx ,w2] which

has it>, in its closure. Let x, and x2 be points in [vx ,v2] such that f(xx) /

fix2), f(xx) <£ B(T), wx separates f(xx) from w2, and f(xx) separates

/(x2) from wx. Let K be the closure of the component of T - {f(xx)} that

contains wx . So, K is a tree which contains the points wx , w2, and f(xx).

Choose a subtree 77 of T as in Theorem 4.1. Now, f\B{H) is one-to-one, and

oH(v) < oT(v) = oT(f(v)) = oK(f(v)) for each v e B(H). Thus, by property 4

of Theorem 4.1, we must have that |77(77)| > \B(K)\. Since B(K) = B(T) n K

and f\B,H) is one-to-one, it follows that vx and v2 are in 77. But /(x2) ^ K.

So x2 ^ 77, a contradiction.
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Theorem 4.9. If f: T —► T is a weakly confluent map of a tree onto itself, then

f is universal.

Proof. Assume that g : T —► T is a mapping and f(x) ^ g(x) forxeT.

For each branchpoint u of T, let u be the unique branchpoint of T such

that f(u') = u and let g(u) = g(u). So, for each u e B(T), g(u) ^ u. It

follows that (see Lemma in [11]) there exists neighboring vertices v and w

in T such that g(v) = g(v') is in the component of T - {v} that contains

w and g(w) = g(w') is in the component of T - {w} that contains v . By

Lemma 4.8, f([v' ,w']) = [v ,w]. It follows that g\[v, wl] and f\[v,wl] have a

coincidence point, which contradicts our assumption.

The following fixed point theorem follows from Theorems 4.9 and 1.1.

Theorem 4.10. Suppose that T is a tree and X = lim{X¡,g'¡+x}, where, for

each i > 1, X¡ = T and g'* is a weakly confluent mapping of Xi+, onto X¡.

Then X has the fixed point property.

5. Weakly confluent simple folds

In [17], S. Young introduces the following definitions. Let T, and T2 be

trees, p eTx , and Ta and Th subtrees of T, with Tal)Tb = Tx and Tax~xTb =

{P}-
If ß: Tx —► T2 is not a homeomorphism but each restriction ß\T  and ß\T

is a homeomorphism, then ß is called a fold. If one of the trees Ta or Tb is

the closure of a component of Tx - {p} , then ß is called a simple fold.

In Theorem 1 of [17], Young gives a procedure for factoring light maps of

trees into simple folds; he later proves the following result [17, Corollary 2].

Theorem 5.1. If X is a tree-like continuum, then X is the limit of an inverse

system Tx <— T2 <—•■•<— X, where each of the bonding maps is a simple fold.

With Cook's question in mind, it is natural to ask the following two questions.

(i) Do light weakly confluent maps between trees factor (using Young's

technique) into weakly confluent simple folds?

(ii) Are weakly confluent simple folds universal?

An affirmative answer to both of these questions would give an affirmative

answer to Cook's question (recall Theorem 1.1). Corollary 5.3 below gives an

affirmative answer to question (ii). In regard to question (i), suppose that we

have a weakly confluent map /: T, -* T2 between trees that factors into a

finite sequence of weakly confluent simple folds. It follows from Theorem 5.2

below that some restriction of / must be a homeomorphism with image T2.

Hence, the only weakly confluent maps of trees that we can hope to factor

into weakly confluent simple folds are those that have restrictions which are

homeomorphisms onto the image tree. It is well known that such mappings

are universal. Hence, this approach to answering Cook's question yields only a

well-known special case.
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Theorem 5.2. Suppose that f:Tx—yT2 is a weakly confluent simple fold. Then

some restriction of f is a homeomorphism onto T2.

Proof. Let p ,Ta, and Tb be given as in the definition of a simple fold. Suppose

that Ta is the closure of a component of T,-{p}. By Obs. (3) in [17], on some

open set U with pelf, f identifies exactly two components of (r,ni7)-{p}.

Let 77, and 772 be these components and let K = f(Hx) = f(H2). Now, one

of 77, or 772 is a subset of Ta ; for otherwise, 77, U 772 ç Tb implying that

f\ T is not a homeomorphism. Assume that 77, ç Ta . Similarly, it follows that

H2ÇTb. Since f\T and f\T are homeomorphisms and / is weakly confluent,

one of C, or C2 maps onto D, where C; (i = 1,2) is the component of

T, - {p} containing 77. and D is the component of T2 - {f(p)} containing

K. Say f(Ck) = D, where k is either 1 or 2. Let R = Tb - C2. Again, from

the weak confluence of /, it follows that f(R) = T2-D. But now we have that

f(Ck) = D, f(R) = T2- D, and each of f\c and f\R is a homeomorphism

(notice that Ck is either a subset of Ta or of Tb , and 7? is a subset of Tb).

It follows that f\c uR is a homeomorphism with image T2.

Corollary 5.3. If f: Tx —> T2 is a weakly confluent simple fold, then f is uni-
versal.

Recall that the proof of Theorem 1.1 shows that if the bonding mappings are

universal, then so are the projection mappings. Actually, one only needs that

the projection mappings are weakly universal to show that the inverse limit has

the fixed point property. A mapping f:X—*Y is weakly universal if for each

mapping g: X —» X, there is a point x e X such that f(x) = fg(x). In this

regard, we ask the following question.

Question 5.4. If X is an inverse limit of trees with weakly confluent bonding

mappings, must the projection mappings be weakly universal?

Other questions pertaining to universal, weakly universal, and related map-

pings can be found in the Sacramento State Topology Conference Problem Ses-

sion Notes (April 1987).

The author gratefully acknowledges the help he received from I. J. Christo-

pher in learning to use the TEX technical typesetting program and from C. L.

Hagopian in revising and improving this paper.
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